
Dragons  
 
 

Introduction 
There are so many stories about dragons. In some stories 
they are dangerous and even eat people. In other stories 
they are old and wise and know many secrets. They can be 
mean and cruel or helpful and clever. 
 
Every story agrees that dragons must be treated with 
respect and approached carefully. 
 
What stories do you know about dragons? There are 
dragons in Harry Potter. He has to face a bad tempered 
dragon in “The Goblet of Fire”.  There is a very mean 
dragon called Smaug in “The Hobbit”.  
 
Would you like to meet a dragon? Well, maybe a small 
friendly one. 
Would you like to find a dragon’s egg? 
I wonder if a dragon would make a good pet. 
 
Happy story making 
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What is happening here? 
What is the dragon burning? 
Is it being helpful or horrible? 

Name __________________________________________________________ 
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Dragons make great characters for 
stories. 
Here are some of the things that stories 
tell us about dragons 
• They can be huge with shiny scales 
• They can be red, or green, or purple 

or even silver and gold. 
• Dragons come from eggs. 
• They can breathe smoke and fire. 
• Some of them can fly on their strong, 

bony wings.  
•  They like to collect piles of gold and 

jewels 
• They are very clever but can be tricky. 
• They like to have secrets. 
• Some like to live in deep caves. 
• Some can change their shape 
• Some are very friendly and helpful but 

not ALL of them are safe.  
DRAGONS CAN BE DANGEROUS! 

Story Ideas 
 
Because dragons are story  
characters, you can let them be  
whatever you want them to be. 

• What is you dragon’s name? 
(Names are very important to dragons) 

• What does your dragon look like? 
• Where does the dragon live? 
• How friendly or unfriendly is your 

dragon?  
• Does the dragon like meeting people? 
• What does the dragon eat? 
• What things are important to the 

dragon? 
• What does he or she like to do? 

Make up an adventure for your dragon 
Does the dragon meet someone? 
Does the dragon help someone? 
Will the dragon meet you? 
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